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14.x: Comments can't be posted nor edited when codemirror is switched on (or 'disabled but switchable')

Status
 Closed

Subject
14.x: Comments can't be posted nor edited when codemirror is switched on (or 'disabled but switchable')

Version
13.x Regression
14.x Regression

Category
• Usability

Feature
Comment

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (1) 0

Related-to
•  codemirror not switchable for new comments (but just for comment edition) even if preference correctly set
•  12.x: can't post comments if codemirror is on (it says 'Content is empty')
• ● Allow end user to switch codemirror on in tracker field textareas when the site feature allows

Description
Fixed in 12.x

[ + ]
still present in 13.x and trunk

To reproduce in 13.x, try to edit this comment with the highlighter toggled to on the homepage of:
http://xavi-9794-5294.show.tikiwiki.org
http://xavi-9794-5294.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-ajax_services.php?controller=comment&action=list&type=wiki+page&objectId=HomePage#comment-container
u: admin
p: 12345
Regression: In 9.x comments could be posted or edited even if codemirror was on.

Update: issue still present in 13.x in r53262 and in trunk r53255 after it has been fixed by patrick-proulx and same fix applied to 13.x and trunk. Something else must be missing somewhere....


Update 3: Fixed in 14.x but not in 13.x. Oh well, I close this bug report, since 14.0 will be out very soon, etc.

Solution
fixed in r53252 (thanks Patrick Proulx)

not fixed in 13.x and trunk yet, as of r53262 in 13.x, and r53255 in trunk.
--
Seems fine now in 14.x for me, can you recheck please? Thanks

Yes, fixed in 14.x (not in 13.x). Anyway, so far so good! (and 14.0 will be out soon) Thanks for fixing
whoever participated in the fix!

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
32

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Nelson Ko 23 Aug 14 16:56 GMT-0000
Also notice that in 13 code mirror cannot be enabled while posting, only when editing. Not sure if this was due to workaround the bug that Xavi reported
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